Apple Program Adoption
in Education
Where does your school land?

We surveyed over 350 K-12
education professionals on Jamf
Nation, the largest community of
Apple administrators worldwide.
We heard from professionals at all levels ranging from education technologist to Chief
Technology Officer - to help shed some light
on the state of Apple adoption in K-12 schools
and where it’s headed in the future. Read on to
see how your school measures up.
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By now, it should come as no surprise that iPad and Mac are consistently
used throughout school districts, but a growing number of schools are seeing
the power and benefits of Apple TV devices in the classroom as well.
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environment?
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Which newly
released Apple
education features
are you using?
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What is your reason for NOT using the
new education features from Apple?

About that 26%...

Lack of stakeholder
buy in

Our school hasn’t
implemented any of the
new education features,
but are planning to
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I’m unaware of
the new education
features
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Of those planning to add new features,
what do you intend to implement?
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With the best student learning experience around, Apple
technology and education programs are here to stay.
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...of respondents say they will
increase the number of devices they
have in the next year.

40

%

...say they simply choose (and stick
with) Apple because it offers the best
student learning experience.

If you’re among the growing number of schools that would like to add the latest and
greatest from Apple, and start taking full advantage of new features, all while streamlining
your deployment, download this e-book to learn about each Apple education program,
the benefits of using and streamlined ways to implement.

Get Educated

